
 

Free Sewing Pattern: Cork Shoulder Bag

 



 

Download PDF here

Size

The bag itself: 30x22cm (The 30cm is the measurement for the top of the bag. At the bottom, the bag
measures approx. 36cm)

The flap: 30x17.5cm (the 30cm are measured at the top. At its widest piece, the flap is approx. 40cm)

All measurements include 1cm seam allowance.

Materials

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/[pdfLink]


 

2 pcs Cork fabric
1 Cotton canvas or Cotton poplin for the lining/inner fabric
2 Carabiners
2  Circular carabiners
1 Snap buttons 35mm
1 Vlieseline / interfacing
Sewing thread

Tools

Sewing machine or overlocker
Needles
Scissors
Pins or  Wonder Clips

Find and print out pattern here

Instructions

Print out the pattern and cut it out. The dotted lines indicate against the fold. You can choose
to draw the pattern out on a larger piece of paper (where you mirror the pattern) or you can
fold your fabric and place the pattern with the dotted lines against the fold.

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1548-cork-natural-metallic
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1347-ensfarvet-bomuldsstof
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/2220-poplin-i-metermal
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/2220-poplin-i-metermal
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/karabinhager-nogleringe-samlinger/10721-karabinhage-messing-40x15mm-1-stk--.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/karabinhager-nogleringe-samlinger/10718-karabinring-karabinhage-rund-gl-messing-16mm-1-stk--.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/tryklase-trykknapper-nitter/11724-prym-tryklase-beige-35mm-1-stk-4002273418311.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/tryklase-trykknapper-nitter/11724-prym-tryklase-beige-35mm-1-stk-4002273418311.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/vlieseline-i-metermal/35037-freudenberg-vlieseline-h250-hvid-90cm-50-cm-4008983125037.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/2291-sytrad
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/2291-sytrad
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/2291-sytrad
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1512-symaskiner
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1512-symaskiner
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1512-symaskiner
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/425-knappenale-sikkerhedsnale
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/425-knappenale-sikkerhedsnale
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/371-sakse
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/tilbehor-til-patchwork/35669-infinity-hearts-wonder-clips-ass-farver-storrelser-20-stk-5713410022979.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/img/cms/opskriftsbilleder/kit-rito-0196/mønsterdele.pdf


 

Cut out the parts in your fabric. You will need:
Pattern part number 1: 2 of the inner fabric and 2 of the outer fabric.
Pattern part number 2: 1 of the inner fabric and 1 of the outer fabric.
Pattern part number 3: 2 of the inner fabric and 2 of the outer fabric.

Outer and inner fabric are sewn seperately. We start with the outer fabric:

Sew the two sides together with one bag piece, right sides together. See Figure 1 below.
Fold out the sides and place the second bag piece right side together on the sides, and sew it
just as you did on the first part.



 

Then sew all the way over the bottom. Fold the sides in half and leave the fold inside the bag.

And now to the inner fabric:

Sew the bag and sides together in the same way as you did with the outer fabric
Sew the bottom, but leave an opening of approx. 6-7cm, as shown in the figure below:



 

Now to the flap:

Lay the outer and inner fabric right sides together and sew, as shown below:

Cut notches around the edge, as shown in the picture. The notches make the fabric (all fabric
by the way, and a habit you can just as well acquire every time you sew something with a
rounding), fold around nicely when you turn it. Normally you would iron it, especially after
such a seam with rounding, but the cork fabric cannot withstand high heat! If you want to use
the iron anyway, then iron it on the back side; that is, on your inner fabric and use lower heat.
Sew decorative stitches all the way around the edge.



 



 

Now to the carabiner straps:

Cut 6x7cm of the cork fabric, fold both long sides towards the middle and then fold in the
middle. Sew along the open edge. The 6cm is the width and the 7cm is the length. See
photos below:



 



 



 



 

Snap fastener:

Place the flat part of your snap fastener on the interfacing and draw around it. Do it twice and
cut it out.



 



 

Very carefully iron the vliseline/interfacing on the inside of the cork part on the front part of
your bag. The interfacing should be located where you want the snap fastener located on the
right side.
On the wrong side of the flap of the inner fabric, you also iron on the interfacing. MAKE
SURE: that the two parts of the snap fastener are placed correctly so that they fit when you
close the bag. When you test to make sure the snap fastener parts fit, remember to
calculate/subtract 1cm seam allowance from both the flap and the bag itself.



 



 

Then first place one part of your snap fastener on the front of the bag, just above the
interfacing and sew the snap fastener on by hand.
Do the same with the other part of the snap fastener on the flap.

ALTERNATIVE: If you want to avoid the hassle and the risk that it won't fit, start by sewing one part
of the snap fasteners on the flap of your bag and then sew the other part of the snap fastener on
when you have finished sewing the bag. You will then be able to see the stitching on the inner fabric -
but it's only when you look inside the bag that you will see the stitching :)

 

You now sew the bag together:

The outer fabric must be with the right side out and the inner fabric with the wrong side out:
Put the outer fabric into the inner fabric; now they lie right sides together.
Then put the flap down between the inner and outer fabric along the back side of your bag.
Remember to place it the right way; lay the outer fabric inward and the inner fabric outward.
Attach it with fabric clips - or with pins, but do it at the very top, so you avoid making
unnecessary holes in your cork fabric.
Put the carabiner straps down each side with the “legs” facing up to make a loop.



 



 

Sew all the way around the edge.
Turn the bag out through the hole you made in the inner fabric



 



 

Sew the hole in the inner fabric closed, either on a sewing machine or by hand with invisible
stitches
Sew decorative stitches along the front edge

And lastly the straps:

 Take a tape measure and place it around your shoulder as if it were a bag strap. Decide how
long/short you want your strap and write down the measurements.
Cut out the desired strap length with a width of 6cm.
If you do not have fabric in the length you want your strap to be, you can cut two strips in half
the size of your desired strap length. Lay the two strips of fabric on top of each other; one
horizontally and the other vertically, and sew diagonally:



 

Next, sew your straps together, in the same way as the carabiner straps
Take your carabiners and bring each end of your strap through each carabiner. Fold up each
end of the strap approx. 2cm and sew over it



 

Fasten the straps on the bag - and you're done :-)

The smart thing about the carabiners is that if you want to use the bag as a large clutch without
straps, you can easily just remove the straps.

Design by: Rain in May (Maj Leszczynski Suurballe) @rainin_may
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